
RSM – a global accounting, tax and consulting 
company – approached Lotus to provide a bespoke 
solution for their Perth office. The completed 
space is expertly designed and highly functional, 
featuring Opera Switch, incorporating Switchglass 
technology which delivers a fantastic level of 
flexibility across a range of applications.

SCOPE

The project area included a large room at RSM which is used both for meetings and as a collaborative work space. The 
room required both dividing and perimeter walls/doors, as well as a solution that allowed for both undisrupted views 
across the office and privacy when required. There were also high acoustic requirements for this space, given it is 
adjacent to an open lounge and visitor waiting area.

THE SPACE

The RSM Perth office is very sleek and modern, with dark charcoal floors set against black decorative ceiling slats 
and lighting. The project space itself receives both natural and artificial light from big windows and downlights placed 
throughout the ceiling. Warm timber meeting tables and black office chairs were also features that we considered during 
the design of our customized solution.  

PROJECT.    RSM - PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FIRM
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PRODUCTS.  
Lotus Operable Walls and Opera Switch System 
incorporating Switchglass technology.
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THE SOLUTION

A key aspect of this solution was the ability for the project space to be both visually open or private, as RSM required. 
We introduced Switchglass technology to achieve this, allowing the glass panels in the perimeter doors to transition 
between transparent or opaque frosted glass at the push of a button. When in transparent mode, this technology allows 
for maximum light transfer from one space to another, ensuring that the office looks spacious and the window views 
can be enjoyed from any angle. In opaque mode, the glass panels provide privacy and enable a distraction free work 
environment when it’s required.

 

 

The perimeter wall of the space was custom-made for this project, integrating two of our products within the same 
remote stack wall. Lotus’ Operable Wall was used for the solid veneer panel with timber finish and our Opera Switch 
product provided the black bordered glass panels – which incorporated Switchglass technology. The use of timber and 
black tied into the other design features of the space, resulting in a wall solution that perfectly assimilated into the 
existing office. 
 
Overall, the solution delivered for RSM’s Perth office was high-quality, highly adaptable and user friendly. We were  
thrilled to use Switchglass technology for this space, integrating it seamlessly within our Opera product.  
 
As specialists in bespoke office fit-outs, we took pride in working with the other project stakeholders to deliver this  
installation with minimal disruption to the office, on time and to the highest standard.
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